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Artist Statement

I'm fascinated by the fashion-system stereotypes, by the rituality, the expectations, and 
the desires which characterize this world. I reflect upon the psychological phenomena 
which all this involves, the need that we have to find the aesthetic habitat that better re-
presents us, in a growing short-circuit in which every individual risks to be equal to its 
group, like equal are  the elements which form a familiar group.                                          
In my works I want to represent a range of possible aesthetical omologations.

Operating Process

I usually start with the photographs I take to friends and acquaintances whom I casually 
meet. The photographs take inspiration from the ad and fashion press, I use wallpaper or 
decoration tissues on which I work with oil and acrylic, experimenting the support textu-
res in relationship with the painted figure.

Carlo Galfione

Wallpaper

Damask wallpaper, walls full of paintings... Carlo Galfione welcomes us into his best living 
room, with a sly smile, as if he were about to strike us siently.
We left him at the end of the Nineties, when he was decidedly more aggressive than to-
day and wanted to hit our stomachs with immediate, spectacular paintings that depicted 
mutant bodies, ironically proud of its excesses.
Today he seems to have cooled down, bui this is only the outer appearance of someone 
who stili aims at puzzling us, only without haste. He has replaced blatancy with filters, im-
petuosity with coolness, explosion with implosion.
The phase of stylistic experimentation that had seen him paint objects, pillows and mat-
tresses, stili continues with his interventions on wallpaper and furniture fabrics - even 
though today he couples media culture with traditional patterns.
Portraits frozen in aseptic perspectival cages, grotesque faces whose age is impossible 
to determine, profane representations -where the sacred figure is a transgender- oscilla-
ting between an altar panel and a magazine cover.
Galfione displays a whole menu of possible esthetic homologations, where the iconic va-
lue is stereotyped by the fashion system - his painting captivates his new devotees, 
pushing them to worship glossy dream images in an estranging living room that does not 
allow far empty spaces. 
Please, come in. 

Lorena Tadorni



The ornament secrets 

That decorating elements and the arabesque may conceal something somewhat dange-
rous and socially perverse has been revealed by Adolf Loos about a century ago in his 
famous essay “Ornament and Crime” in which the great architect theorised that a criminal 
and degenerated tight connection in tattoos and tapestry drawings existed. 
This exhibition by Carlo Galfione seems to spring from Loos controversy on behalf of 
simplicity and functionality, and it tries to discover the snares hidden behind our 
neighbours alleged normalcy  through the metaphorical use of tapestry as a support for 
the  painting.
Galfione conjugates this way the fabric’s flowery and ornamental  composition with  pain-
ting which composes faces, bodies, clothing and hairdressings with an intense analytical 
quality, where the neighbours portraits are defined and elaborated with tight composition 
rigour.
This apparently enigmatic fusion finds its roots in the artist’s observations of design histo-
ry, from William Morris and  Arts and Crafts, to Wiener Werkstätte, to the Art Nouveau, to 
Bauhaus and beyond; in particular on problems induced by the de-individualization of an 
“applied” and “industrial” art with reference to Loos concept again and to his diffidence 
towards ornaments seen as a danger even in their daily applications such as - for instan-
ce  -in the shape of a dessert or in a piece of furniture. 
Galfione discovers his characters’ Jungian Shade this way, their secret side, their perso-
nal lives unmentionable side through a metamorphic and illusionistic structure of almost 
surrealist evocations which lock in and encompass such characters in a devious weave 
transforming them in parts of the flowery decoration, evident emblem of the treacherous 
normalcy that with its “bad taste” hides tensions, unmentionable secrets, small or great 
collocated cruelties in everyday life, just next door to us. 
The artist wants perhaps to suggest that if we could discover what their heart truly hides, 
which ornament is capable to warm up their fantasy, we could then finally be able to be 
aware of the final truth about  our next door neighbours mystery. 
Following the Hopper like intuition of Alfred Hitchcock in the  “Rear Window”, followed by 
the Rolling Stones in the Michael Lindsay-Hogg video of the inevitably titled song 
“Neighbours” (and not casually part of the “Tattoo You” album in which Mick Jagger is 
portrayed by Peter Corriston on the cover totally tattooed), Galfione tells us with suffused 
ambiguity that we could unveil our neighbours true soul if we could spy them in their ara-
besque tapestries clad homes. 
This infallible method would disclose the cruel and belligerent nature of the cute next do-
or girls, their unmentionable desires, their violence expressed by a military helmet and 
fuelled by the graceful drawing room wallpaper; we could unmask the young man vices 
who we greet next to the elevator, sprung from a comfortable armchair with roses pattern, 
or discover that the upper floor quiet, sweet old man portrayed among  curtains and bil-
lows is the inventor of one of the most infallible and cruel death machines ever invented 
by man.

Lorenzo Canova


